
Privacy Policy

1 What is this about?

The purpose of this Privacy Policy is to explain the types of personal data we collect from you or

about you from a third party, how we use, disclose, protect and process that information, and who we

share it within the context of our Services and the statemind Site, as well as certain rights you have

in this respect.

2 How can I get in touch with you regarding privacy issues?

If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, you can contact hello@statemind.io

3 What types of personal data do you collect / process?

We collect and process Personal Data that you provide to us when communicating with us (such as

your name and contact information, language preference, job title, business affiliations, and other

information you provide to us either directly or indirectly). The Personal Data may relate to you as

well as your employees and/or agents. In some cases, the Personal Data is supplemented by data

obtained from other public sources, such as company websites or online media, for the purpose of

confirming your identity or position or obtaining further information to help us communicate with you.

4 For which purposes do you process my data?

Our goals for collecting Personal Data from you is to help us do the following:

● deliver our Services
● verify your identity
● improve, develop, and market our Services
● carry out requests made by you in relation to our Services or requests you

make on our Site
● comply with any applicable law, court order, or requirements of a regulator
● enforce our agreements with you
● protect our rights, property or safety, along with the rights of certain third

parties, including our other clients and other users of the Site or our Services,
● carry out recruiting, and



● use for any other purpose required or permitted by law
● for Client analysis and insight: In situations where you have provided consent

(where lawfully required), we may use log files, cookies, and other
technologies to obtain Personal Data. This may include a session ID in order to
track use statistics on our Site, an IP address in order to monitor Site
traffic/volume, and other information as permitted by law. Our Site also
contains “cookies”, log files and other technologies which you should be aware
of, including Google Analytics.

5 What legal grounds do you have to process my personal data?

It is necessary for us to use or process your Personal Data for the following reasons:

● Contract: to perform our obligations under any engagement or contract that
we may have with you or your organization (i.e. to register you as a client; to
provide and administer Services; and to process payments, billing, and
collection.)

● Legitimate interests: Where it is in our legitimate interest (or a third party’s
legitimate interest) to use Personal   Information to ensure we are providing
Services in the best way possible.(i.e. (1) to administer and manage our
relationship with you, whether through accounting, auditing, or other steps
linked to the performance of our business relationship; (2) to analyze and
improve our communications and Services and remain compliant with our
policies, and (3) to deliver the work product or Services you have hired us to
provide.

● Legal Obligations: It may be our legal obligation to use your Personal Data in
order to comply with certain legal obligations imposed upon us, including but
not limited to anti-money laundering, fraud, and crime prevention.

● Consent: We may rely on your freely given consent at the time you provided
your Personal Data.

6 How can you collect personal data?

We can collect Personal Data directly:

● via our Website and electronic communications



● when you or your organization uses our Services
● when you or your organization offer to provide, or provides, services to us
● when you correspond with us by electronic means using our Website
● when you or your organization browse, complete a form or make an inquiry or

otherwise interact on our Website.

We can collect Personal Data indirectly:

● through public sources
● from public registers (such as commercial registers), news articles, sanctions

lists, and Internet searches
● when our business customers engage us to perform professional services

which involve them sharing personal data they control with us as part of that
engagement

7 Who are you sharing my personal data with?

We may, where necessary, share your Personal Data with any number of the following categories of

third parties:

● Insurers
● Regulators/tax authorities/corporate registries
● Professional advisers that we use, such as accountant and lawyers
● Government or regulatory authorities
● Third parties who provide services such as, document processing and

translation services, confidential paper shredding and/or disposal companies,
software providers or IT systems, IT support services, document and
information storage providers

● Third parties that are engaged in the course of your matter
● Third party service providers who help us with client insight analytics, such as

Google Analytics
● Third party postal or courier providers who deliver our postal marketing

campaigns or documents related to a client matter



We do an appropriate level of due diligence on third party contractors and assure contractually that

sub-contractors are processing Personal Data in an appropriate manner and in accordance to our

legal and regulatory obligations. In addition, we may use external data controllers where it is

necessary in order to deliver the Services (e.g., without limitation: lawyers, accountants, or other

third-party experts).

In the course of doing so, we will adhere to our legal and regulatory obligations regarding Personal

Data, including, without limitation, establishing and implementing appropriate safeguards.

8 Links to third-party apps and sites

Our Website may contain links to websites or apps that we do not operate. If you click a third-party

link, you will be directed to that third party’s site or app. We have no control over and assume no

responsibility for the content, privacy policies or practices of any third-party sites or services.

9 Cookie policy

Cookies are files with a small amount of data that are commonly used as a unique anonymous

identifier. These are sent to your browser from the website you visit and stored on your computer’s

hard drive. Some cookies and other technologies help sites and apps understand how their visitors

engage with their services. For example, Google Analytics uses a set of cookies to collect

information and report site usage statistics without personally identifying individual visitors to Google.

‘_ga’, the main cookie used by Google Analytics, enables a service to distinguish one visitor from

another and lasts for 2 years. Any site that implements Google Analytics, including Google services,

uses the ‘_ga’ cookie. Each ‘_ga’ cookie is unique to the specific property, so it cannot be used to

track a given user or browser across unrelated websites.

Our Website uses these cookies to collect information and to improve our Website. For third-party

cookies you have the option to either accept or refuse these cookies and know when a cookie is

being sent to your computer. If you choose to refuse our cookies, you may not be able to use some

portions of our Website.

10 Will this privacy policy ever change?

We may amend this Privacy Policy from time to time. We would do that to reflect any changes to our

use of your Personal Data or to comply with changes in the law.



Wherever practicable, we will inform you by email of any significant changes. However, we also

encourage you to reread this Privacy Policy periodically to stay up to date and informed about how

we use your Personal Data.


